
POVERTY AND FAMINES AN ESSAY ON ENTITLEMENT AND

DEPRIVATION SUMMARY

Other articles where Poverty and Famines: An Essay on Entitlement and Deprivation is discussed: Amartya Sen: In his
book Poverty and Famines: An Essay on.

Because I got it by exchange through paying some money I owned. He examines the limitations of entitlement
approach. Rather, in opening lines of Chapter I he says- "Starvation is characteristic of some people not
having enough to eat. This hits at the root of his analysis as he works on the initial analysis that there was
actually a rise in food available. It sets a stage f or discussion of famines in particular. Why is his ownership of
that land accepted? And the opening lines of this book tells 'much about poverty is obvious enough' and it's
true. Why is this ownership accepted? At the very outset, Amartya comes out to be a Keynesian in approach
rather than a classicist. But in reality, the fundamental factors are still not well estabsh9de and the human race
is not in a position to feed others. Also, the critics lay claim to inefficiency of PDS used to funnel the food into
Bengal. The most usual head count method i. Why is my ownership of that money accepted? Thus working
together on a book which widened our thoughts on poverty and famines, helped us to know the thoughts of an
author regarding the issue and was really helpful in understanding the concept. The 'class-basis of destitution'
further corroborates the food entitlement approach. We have a problem of poverty to the extent that low
income creates problems for those who are not poor. Prohibition of cereal export 5. Starvation deaths can
reflect legality with a vengeance. Sen analysed region wise food output to declare that the effect of famine was
actually lower in food deprived areas. There may be a sudden rise in food prices, so that his wage earnings are
insufficient to purchase food. The aggregation is dealt with by advocating the axiom of "Ranked Relative
Deprivation". The second and the third chapter deal with concept of poverty, its identification and aggregation.
The policy was largely FAD approach based and believed in merely creating supplies of food in the affected
region, which, obviously, did not help much. He goes about justifying the entitlement approach both in times
of low food availability and adequate food availability. Sen also mentioned regarding the diseases that took
most of the toll, where famine acted as fuel to the fire and killed severals. A person's ability to feed himself
depends both on what he owns- his current bundle of entitlements and on what he can obtain by exchanging
this entitlement bundle is not sufficient to allow him to command food. First narrow concern with the food
availability has led to tragic mishandling of famines; Sen notes that Bengal famine initially failed even to be
recognized because of the government's focus on aggregate food availability statistics. And therefore the
future tragedies can be avoided. The approach of Sen seems to be of a short-term nature but does, indeed,
subtly propose a long-term vision too. The causes of sharp movements of exchange entitlements in this case
can be briefed as- 1. An uneven expansion of income and purchasing power 6.


